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The ontinuous spetra of the substars with surrounding protoplanetary disks were alulated. The results
reveal that protoplanetary dis average temperature dereases to 3 K during the period of 5 Myr for substars
with masses 0.01MJ and during the period of 160 Myr for substars with masses 0.08MJ . Estimations
of protoplanetary diss ux maximum depending on the substar mass at the age of 1 Myr are: 4.6 kJy
(for 0.01MJ) and 3.4 MJy (for 0.08MJ). Maximum of protoplanetary dis radiation before it reahes the
temperature of the osmi mirowave bakground hanges within the ranges: from 0.07 mm to 0.58 mm (for
substar mass 0.01MJ) and from 0.02 mm to 0.29 mm (for substar mass 0.08MJ).
Introdution
Substars (Brown Dwarfs) are elestial bodies, whih are formed by self-gravity and evolve due to internal
energy resoures. Suh young bodies are found in the young open lusters in the galati eld and as invisible
omponents in the binary systems. Reently the exess of Infrared (IR) radiation in the young substars was
found [1℄, whih were interpreted as a protoplanetary dis existene.
Model
The aim of this researh is to alulate the radial ux from substars with protoplanetary diss, whih is
expeted in the rst milliard year of their existene.
To solve this problem the following model was onsidered:
• substars masses are within the range 0.01MJ ..0.08MJ ;
• protoplanetary diss lie in the plane of the sky;
• radii of protoplanetary diss are equal to 100 a.u.;
• substars and protoplanetary diss radiate as blak body;
• substars and protoplanetary diss radiate like blak body;
• protoplanetary diss eetive temperature equals to average temperature of the protoplanetary dis;
• average temperature redution is the onsequene of substar luminosity hanging;
• distane from the Sun to a substar equals to 10 p.
For our alulations we used the results from the paper [2℄ for substars ooling simulation. For esti-
mation of the average temperature of protoplanetary diss the results from [3℄ were used. They desribe
the dependene between the temperature gradients and the distane to a entral soure whih has urrent
radius and eetive temperature and also depends on dis thikness. It was assumed that the mehanism of
protoplanetary dis heating by stars and substars are the same.
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Figure 1: Temperature distribution from the entral plane of the protoplanetary disk
models aording to alulations of Larson [4℄ and Saphronov's model [3℄.
Results and Disussion
Aording to Saphronov [3℄ and Larson [4℄ alulations, hanging of the protoplanetary loud temperature
(with dierent radius dependenes of its thikness) with distane to entral body has similar hanging and
has a orrelation with dis thikness. In the areas whih has the same distane from entral soure of heating
a higher temperature orresponds to thiker diss (Fig. 1). It gives possibility to use Saphronov [3℄ equation
for temperature gradient in the loud:
TR ∝
(
Rss
R
)3/4
Teff , (1)
Where TR is the dis temperature on the distane R from the enter of the substar whih has radius Rss.
Integration of the equation (1) from substar radius to dis radius gives the dis average temperature
T¯d =
1
Rd
R∫
Rss
TRdR, (2)
Taking into aount that substar radius is onsiderably less than protoplanetary dis radius Rss ≪ Rd and
inludes the proportional oeient C, the equation for average dis temperature is the following
T¯d = CTeff_ss (Rss/Rd)
3/4
, (3)
For estimation of C we used the data for Vega luminosity (temperature and star radius) from the atalog
of the nearest stars [6℄. We also assumed the parameters of protoplanetary dis - average temperature 85 K
and size 100 a.u.. Thus we obtained ≈ 10.
Using temperature (3) as an eetive dis temperature the dependene of the protoplanetary dis ux
and entral soure on radius and eetive temperature of substar were alulated. The dis whose internal
radius is equal to the radius of the substar was hosen as the radiation zone of the protoplanetary dis. We
assume that it radiates as blak body. In this model the dis thikness is haraterized by the oeient C
alulated above.
Figures 2 and 3 show the sum of uxes from the substars with masses 0.08MJ and 0.01MJ respetively
and protoplanetary dis with size of 100 a.u. and distanes 10 p. Their left parts represent the ontinuous
spetrum radiation from the substar and the right part - mainly from protoplanetary dis. As the temperature
and the radius of the substars hange simultaneously during evolution the maximum of the substar radiation
moves to the right. This proess auses dis ooling: the radiation maximum moves toward the longer waves.
Theoretially there is a possibility to disover dis until its temperature is higher than mirowave bak-
ground temperature (2.7K). Aording to alulations average temperature of the protoplanetary dis reahes
3K during 5 million years for substars with masses 0.01MJ and during 160 million years for substars with
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Figure 2: Distribution of the total ux density from substar with mass equals to 0.08MJ
and aepted model of the protoplanetary disk for dierent age t (years). The top urve
orresponds to log(t) = 6, the bottom one - to log(t) = 9.
Figure 3: Distribution of the total ux density from substar with mass equals to 0.01MJ
and aepted model of the protoplanetary disk for dierent age t (years). The top urve
orresponds to log t = 6, the bottom one - to log t = 9.
masses 0.08MJ . Thus radiation stage for protoplanetary diss when their uxes are higher than mirowave
bakground is quite short.
The alulations also allow to see that protoplanetary diss ux maxima shift to submillimeter and
millimeter wavelength range. In this time substars must be seen in IR. It was found that the ux from
protoplanetary diss has maximum just in millimeter range and equals to ∼ 3.4MJy for spatial models.
Fig. 4 represents the ux and the wavelength hanging with mass whih orresponds to maximum
radiation from the protoplanetary diss. The left part of the plot orresponds to the ux from the star (from
0.08MJ (left) to 0.01MJ (right). The right part of the plot orresponds to the ux from the protoplanetary
disk (all the urves oinide).
It is seen that uxes in substars maximum radiation and their protoplanetary diss hanges aording
to dierent laws. Within this time ranges substars uxes derease aording to paraboli dependene, the
uxes from diss derease linearly aording to equation
lgS = −5 lg λ− 2.033 (4)
In the star formation regions one ould detet the exess of the ux from stars and substars whih is due
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Figure 4: The wavelength dependene of the ux hanging whih orresponds to maxi-
mum radiation from the protoplanetary diss with time
to presene of protostars. As the Sun is situated in the plae of intensive stars formation the omparison
of uxes obtained by IRAS (Infrared Astronomial Satellite) and presented in the atalogue of the nearest
IR-soures [7℄ and in atalogue of the nearest stars [6℄ whih onsist of late M-dwarf, i.e. substars, was done.
As a result 6 soures of IR  radiation from Zkh 7Ñ, Zkh 162Â, Zkh 235Ñ, Zkh 249-250, Zkh 350, Zkh 353
systems were disovered. These systems may be examined as andidates of substars with protoplanetary
diss. The sensitivity of modern radiation-measuring instruments in millimeter wave range is enough for
their identiation.
Conlusions
As it follows from the results the protoplanetary diss of the substars are available for detetion when
their age is less then rst ten million years. The mentioned nearest late M-dwarfs with IR exess and the
estimations of radiation uxes of the protoplanetary diss in millimeter wave range allow to put a question
about real detetion of the disussed objets in the irumsolar region.
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